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This paper uses the spread of disease as a proxy to mea-

sure economic interactions. Based on a case study of the

Black Death (1346-51) in the Mediterranean region and Eu-

rope, we find geographic, institutional, and cultural determi-

nants of trade. To achieve this we create and empirically test

a trade model between cities. Our findings allow us to create

a new methodology to measure economic interaction and shed

light on open questions in economics, especially pertaining to

trade, economic history, and growth.
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Epidemics are an integral part of human history. Massive plagues have been

documented as far back as Justinian Plague in AD 541-2, to the Black Death

(1346-51) during the Middle Ages, and in modern times with the Spanish

influenza epidemic of 1918.1 Such epidemics had a huge economic and social

impact. The Black Death killed 30-60 percent of Europes population, and

caused Malthusian-wealth effects for the survivors (Bridbury (1962)). Some

scholars have argued that this plague engendered long-run growth effects for

Western Europe (Voigtlaender and Voth (2013)). Social and institutional

changes have also been derived from this epidemic shock (Domar (1970) and

Munro (2005)).

Although these and other social scientists have intensively investigated the

consequences of plagues, little has been done to apply what is known about

the spread of epidemics in social and economic interactions. In the natural

sciences, epidemiologists use the link between channels of social interaction

and the spread of plagues to predict and prevent pandemics (Brokman and

Helbing (2013)). Some recent studies on a unified theory on the cities found

that urban life (Bettencourt, Lobo, Strumsky, and West (2007) and Bet-

tencourt and West (2010)) is strongly related to epidemics and economic

transition; in cities, diseases spread and firms are born and die at very sim-

ilar rates.

In this case study, we examine the deadliest plague in human history: the

Black Death. We start with the insights of leading scholars in disciplines

such as economic history, demography, epidemics, and medicine who found

that the plague followed trade routes and that merchants were the main car-

riers of the disease (see Cipolla (1974), Biraben (1975), Del Panta (1980),

errors are our own.
1For a survey, see for example Aberth (2011).
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McCormick (2001), and Benedictow (2004)). Other carriers of the plague

can be excluded or are marginal for the period of investigation.2 These in-

sights allow us to use the speed of the spread of the plague (measured in

kilometers per day) between city-pairs as a proxy for trade flows and trade

intensity. Thus the more merchants move between two cities, the more in-

tensive the trade relationship and the faster a city becomes infected given

the trading partner city has already been contaminated. Based on precise

information from studies in history, demography, epidemics, and additional

primary source studies on the outbreak of the plague in different cities, we

create a sample of city-pairs, and measure the speed of transmission of the

disease between each city-pair. This way the sample enables us to exploit

the variation in the observations to make a relative comparative analysis of

trade which does not measure the trade of physical goods but is based on

the social interaction of trade activities.

To identify the determinants of trade for the period of investigation, we

create a trade model which specifies and replicates the environment of the

Commercial Revolution (Lopez (1976)). This period has been character-

ized by an intensification of inter-regional and long distance trade. To cap-

ture these environmental characteristics we start with a theoretical model

which contains variables also considered in the traditional gravity model

with Armington-type of trade (Armington (1969) and Anderson and van

Wincoop (2003)). However, we modify it in the following way: the basic

units of analysis are cities instead of countries, and cities have different pref-

erences for locally and foreign produced goods. Consumption and its related

trade are driven by preferences for foreign goods which can be interpreted

2For a discussion of both points see section I.
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as a taste for different types of products and cannot be produced on the

home market due to the unique geographic and institutional endowments

of each city. To highlight these preferences we introduce taste parameters

for local and foreign-produced goods to the model. However, since foreign-

produced goods are more costly to transport, we weight these preferences

with the time for the goods to travel to the local city. This physical trans-

portation time is based on the geographical constraints between the two

trading cities and the transportation technology available. The modeling of

a setup with such differentiated goods is traceable to Armington (1969) and

more recently to Head and Ries (2001). The idea to specify the preference

for differentiated foreign products to time to travel can be found in Hum-

mels and Schaur (2013). Complementary to this motivation for trade we

integrate other standard assumptions into the model such as the effect of

population densities of trading cities (as a proxy for GDP), transportation

costs between trading cities, and other trade-promoting or -restricting insti-

tutions. Key predictions of our model are that strong preferences for foreign

products can outweigh trade restricting effects such as transportation costs

and other transaction costs, for instance political borders. This way we

expect an increase of trade between merchant cities if the geographic and

institutional setup is sufficiently favorable.

In the next step we test our proxy variable for trade intensity empirically

on the theoretically derived trade determinants. As explanatory empirical

variables we use the traditional gravity variables, additional geographical, in-

stitutional, and cultural variables. To determine the time to travel between

two cities we use the Stanford ORBIS data set3 which measures the time

3https:\\orbis.stanford.edu
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to travel given geographical amenities during the Roman Empire.4 Further-

more, we introduce a large set of additional control variables. We first look

into the descriptive statistics and then run regressions based on the theoret-

ically derived gravity equation with different specifications and robustness

tests. In particular we control for nonlinearity and non observables follow-

ing an empirical technique by Silva and Tenreyro (2006). To differentiate

and disentangle the geographical from the institutional effects we introduce

a spatial regression discontinuity design (SRDD).5 This allows us to make

geographical predictions on trade intensities and to identify the institutional

effects of geographically determined trade. Looking at the empirical output,

we find support for our predicted trade determinants: trade intensities mea-

sured based on the speed of transmission depend positively on the time to

travel between two cities. In addition, political borders reduce trade. Other

city-specific institutions such as the political organizations significantly in-

fluence trade activities. Furthermore, cultural variables influence the speed

of transmission. We can identify the four weeks of Lent as a religious vari-

able which restricts trade. The geographical distance between two cities

increases trade intensities. This is contrary to predictions of traditional

gravity models, but in line with our predictions where we expect to find an

increase in demand for variety of foreign-produced goods. This is consis-

tent with Crozet, Head, and Mayer (2012), who find the effects of quality

and tastes on long distance trade using data on the commerce of French

wine. The results of spatial regression discontinuity design support these

findings. We find strong trade activities within the same political borders,

4This approximation works because revolutions in transportation technology did not
take place until after the Black Death. See Pryor (1992).

5See Dell (2010) and Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2014).
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but a reduction of trade activities along those political borders. However we

find an increase of trade activities in case of cross border trade if cities are

geographically distant (and consequently further from the border). Finally

the SRDD identifies trade-promoting institutional effects which are in par-

ticular located in Western Europe. Our paper contributes in several ways.

First we create a new methodology in social science to measure social and

economic interaction. We are able to use the spread of epidemics to measure

relative trade intensities. This is very useful since it allows us to create new

insights with these measurement techniques and in case of missing data as

an alternative way to generate quantitative insights which would not have

been possible otherwise. Our results confirm the usefulness of our method-

ology for our case study. We cannot judge how generalizable our approach is

to other environments since other social determinants need to be taken into

account. However we see this as a first step with the potential for further

studies. In addition, our approach allows us to examine a very important

historical epoch. Our results shed light on the determinants of trade during

the Commercial Revolution, which has been identified as a key period in eco-

nomic history (Lopez (1976), Cipolla (1993) and Epstein (2000a)). Thus our

results can be read as a quantitative exercise for the medieval economic his-

torian to see what determined trade. Such a comprehensive exercise taking

into account such an extensive geographical area is due to the limited data

otherwise not possible. Some key insights which are highly debated, are that

political borders indeed restricted trade and economic growth (North and

Thomas (1973)). However at the same time we can document long-distance

trade motivated by an Armington-type of trade. Therefore trade-supporting

institutions which helped overcome political borders and commitment prob-
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lems must have been at work as Greif (2006c) suggests. Indeed we can

document significant effects of trade-supporting institutions. Furthermore,

we show that cultural variables determined economic activities, which is for

instance claimed by Le Goff (1988) for religious variables. Third our analy-

sis offers new insights for scholars interested in economic growth and trade.

Our results contribute to the literature which seeks to explain long run

growth and growth divergence in different regions (Galor and Weil (1999)

and Pomeranz (2001)). Our paper cannot contribute to a comparative anal-

ysis between China and Europe, but we can contribute to early triggers

of a divergence in the Mediterranean (Kuran (2003)) and within Europe

(Allen (2001)). Our identification of trade-promoting institutions in West-

ern Europe support arguments that the growth of Western Europe might

be based on institutional achievements beginning in the Commercial Revo-

lution (Cipolla (1993), Epstein (2000b) and Greif (2006c)). In addition, our

findings of the Armington type of trade in pre-modern Mediterranean and

Europe contributes to a literature which explains different trade patterns in

the long run (O’Rourke and Williamson (1999)). Furthermore, our findings

that religious variables play a role in explaining trade activities, support this

line of research which tries to explain long run growth effects based on cul-

tural variables (Weber (1921), more recently, Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales

(2006), Becker and Woessmann (2009), among others). Finally, a debate has

been on for a long period which discusses the impact of geography versus

institutions on economic growth (Diamond (1997); Gallup, Mellinger, and

Sachs (1999); North and Thomas (1973); Hall and Jones (1996) Acemoglu,

Johnson, and Robinson (2005b), Greif (2006c)). Our findings support the

positive role of both effects. Our empirical analysis also allows us to disen-
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tangle these effects from a new perspective. Our results support the argu-

ment that there exist distinct institutional effects which are independent of

geographical amenities.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section I gives a short

introduction to the late medieval economic history of Europe and the spread

of the Black Death. In addition, the link between the spread of the plague

and trade activities are explained. Section II introduces a new trade model

for cities and discusses the predictions of the key variables of the model. Fur-

thermore different sets of related empirical variables are identified. Section

III presents the data and the descriptive statistics. Section IV outlines the

empirical strategy and discusses the estimation results. Section V displays

the regression discontinuity analysis. Section VI concludes.

I. The Link: Medieval Trade and the Black Death

A. The Late Medieval Trade Environment

The second half of the Middle Ages is a turning point in the history of

Western Europe. After the decline of the Roman Empire and an economic

disintegration of Europe, a new phase of city growth and intensification of

trade appeared in Western Europe, starting in the late 10th and 11th cen-

turies (Bairoch (1988) and Bosker, Buringh, and van Zanden (2013)). The

period from the 11th until the middle of the 14th century has been char-

acterized by Lopez (1976) as the ”Commercial Revolution”. Small cities

grew and many new cities were founded. This urbanization was triggered

by regional trade and long-distance trade among cities across Europe and

the wider Mediterranean area (Lopez (1952 and 1976), North and Thomas

(1973), Postan (1975), Bairoch (1988), Cipolla (1993) and Epstein (2000a)).
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The revitalization of trade was based on the reestablishment and increase

of trade connections between different European and Mediterranean cities.

Trade routes on land, rivers, and the sea were used to exchange a large

variety of goods. High-value-per-weight goods for example textiles, spices,

or jewelry were traded due to high transportation costs. Cities started to

develop a demand for luxury products, which also contained low-end prod-

ucts which also modestly wealthy citizens could consume (Stuard (2006)).

However there is evidence of inter-regional trade of bulk goods such as grain

(which could not been produced in sufficient quantities in the hinterland of

the cities) were shipped. Thus most of the growing cities during the Late

Middle Ages can be identified as merchant cities which produced manufac-

turing products for export and imported all kinds of input and consumption

goods (van Werveke (1952) and Hibbert (1963)). Some cities were also res-

idences of bishops and dukes and served political and administrative pur-

poses. Some cities already hosted universities. These cities could rely on

external income streams, for example in form of fiscal incomes. This way

these cities were very likely consuming more than they produced. The two

channels of transportation on land and on waterways (rivers and on the

sea) can be characterized in different ways. Land trade was based on the

use of old Roman roads. Streets were the slowest and most costly way to

transport goods. Horses and mules with carts could transport only limited

amounts of goods. A cheaper and faster option to transport larger quantities

of goods was along waterways, especially on sea ships. Shipping technology

was based on Roman expertise. Major technological innovations did not

take place until after the period under investigation (Pryor (1992)). How-

ever shippers on the sea had to deal with unpredictable weather and pirates.
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Transportation on the river and on land was rather safe since land routes

were under the control of local dukes (Lopez (1952 and 1976) and Postan

(1975)). Furthermore, Europe was only partially characterized by territorial

states such as England and France; small territorial or city states as in Italy

or Germany were more the rule. Passing through many political territories

along a trade route implied not only reliance on rulers who guaranteed safety

and property rights, but on more frequent payments of taxes and tolls. The

extent to which this political fragmentation hindered trade and growth of

Europe is an open question. North and Thomas (1973) claim that the ter-

ritorial fragmentation restricted law enforcement to small local territories.

The missing central enforcement on bigger territorial states explains why

Europe was not able to escape the Malthusian trap and to reach sustained

growth path by the end of the 13th century. Other scholars have empha-

sized that institutional solutions such as the community responsibility or

other reputation based mechanisms maintained cross-border legislation also

in politically very fragmented parts of Europe (Greif (2006a and 2006c)).

B. Nature and Transmission of the Virus

According to McNeill (1980) and Findlay and Lundahl (2002), the virus

originated in Mongolia during the 11th century and was transmitted by

merchants from Asia to Western Europe during the 14th century. The uni-

fication and pacification of large stretches of the Asian continent based on

the Pax Mongolica enabled inter-continental trade and made the spread of

the disease from Asia to Europe possible. The 14th-century Italian notary

and historian Gabriele de’ Mussi, in his book Istoria de Morbo sive Mor-

talitate que fuit de 1348, stated that the plague was transmitted to Europe
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from Kaffa (now the Ukrainian city of Feodosiya), one of the most impor-

tant commercial trade hubs of the Republic of Genoa on the Black Sea. The

plague was easily introduced to Italy by the Genoese boats into the Sicilian

harbor of Messina and from there into Europes busiest commercial harbors

in 1347. In Middle East Asia and Northern Africa, the main bases of prop-

agation were Constantinople and Alexandria.

Figure 1 depicts the main routes of the Black Death in Europe and the wider

Mediterranean area based on our dataset:6 the yellow, red, blue, green, or-

ange and black lines represent the main propagation of the disease in 1346,

1347, 1348, 1349, 1350, and 1351 respectively. The second city to be struck

was Constantinople, from which the Black Death moved towards the Egyp-

tian city of Alexandria, the Balkans and the internal part of Anatolia. From

Alexandria, the disease spread towards to the South (Cairo) and the North

(along the Silk Road, involving the cities of Damascus and Aleppo in 1348

and Baghdad in 1349).

From Messina, the disease emanated to the western part of Northern

Africa (Tunis and Fez) and the main ports in the Mediterranean (Pisa,

Genoa, Marseilles, Barcelona, Valencia, Ragusa and Venice) between De-

cember of 1347 and early 1348. Italy, with Pisa and Venice as the two

main centers of contagion, and large stretches of France and Spain were

infected until June 1348. From Spain the virus moved to the main Atlantic

ports of Lisbon and Bordeaux and to the North and Baltic Seas. Infected

cities here included London, Amsterdam, Bergen, Oslo, and Copenhagen.

Germany was infected directly from the south via the trade routes from

Italy/Austria and France/Switzerland. In addition, the plague was trans-

6The sources are listed in Appendix C. Unfortunately, we do not have precise data
for the cities in Central and Eastern Europe after 1351 (see Benedictow (2004)).
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Figure 1. The Dispersion of the Black Death

mitted via sea trade from the North and Baltic Seas. In 1351 the disease

reached its maximum expansion. Despite several studies claiming that the

propagation of the Black Death was driven by ”psychological facts” (Bloch

(1953)) or, following a Malthusian mechanism, by malnutrition (Bridbury

(1973) and Romano (1972)), historians and epidemiologists now concur that

there is a solid and clear connection between the Black Death and trade.

Cipolla (1974) was the first scholar stating that population size and trade

were the only factors driving the pandemic. His thesis was confirmed by de-

mographers Livi-Bacci (1983 and 1997) and was later accepted by medieval

historians (Bridbury (1977), Herlihy (1985) and Cipolla (1993)). Moreover,

epidemiologists also agree upon the causal link between trade and the spread

of the disease: the typology of virus which spread across Europe during the

14th century is a typical case of a bubonic plague (yersinia pestis), which

is usually transmitted to humans by rats and fleas which traveled on the
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goods along the trade routes.7 The spread must have been supported by the

social interaction of people. Rats by themselves were not able to spread the

disease over such a wide area (Indian Plague Research Commission (1907)

and McCormick (2003)). This argument should be further tested. In Ap-

pendix A, Figure A.1 provides additional information on the nature of the

transmission of the disease exploiting the dataset we are going to describe in

the following section: the horizontal axes represents the number of months

that elapsed after the appearance of the Black Death in the city of Kaffa,

while the vertical ones contain the cumulative number of cities affected. We

can observe that the contagion evolved according to a S-shape spread. Ac-

cording to several studies in medical geography (Pyle (1979)), the logistic

spread is an indicator of the importance of human networks in the diffusion

process, excluding the role of other animal or natural agents.

Economic activities (and this means for the period of investigation of trade

activities) were the main form of social interaction between cities. Thus

traders were the main carriers of the virus. Two other types of travelers

which could have had an impact were soldiers or pilgrims. However there

were in general no major movements of soldiers because of wars in the area

of investigation during the years of the Black Death. We found just two

city pairs in which the disease could have been propagated by war. Their

exclusion, however, does not affect our results. Furthermore, pilgrimage

routes do not indicate that pilgrims initiated the spread of the Black Death

7According to Pollitzer (1954) the bearers of the virus were the fur fleas found on
black rats. The virus survives only if the flea can bite a human within 12-24 hours, if
it can find grain seeds (their preferred food) or if it is in a humid environment like on
ship cargos (Estrade (1935)). Scott and Duncan (2004) and Bossak and Welford (2010)
have suggested that the Black Death was transmitted only by humans. This hypothesis
strengthens the link between trade and the pandemic.
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(Benedictow (2004)).8 Other forms of mobility can be documented only for

the time after the Black Death (Domar (1970)).

The incubation period of the illness was only 3-5 days; it was therefore very

difficult to take any preventive measures. Furthermore, medieval sources

do not indicate that medieval Europeans knew how they could to protect

themselves from the plague (Cipolla (1981)).Thus the arrival, outbreak, or

spread could not been endogenously influenced by peoples actions.9

Furthermore, the spread of the Black Death within a city was systematic.

Merchants and other locals who had to deal with trade (e.g. lawyers and

notaries) were infected before rulers or aristocrats with less contact with

the ”outside world” (Livi-Bacci (1978) and Gelting (1991)). This way the

process from the arrival to the outbreak until the highpoint was not ran-

dom, but followed a clear path of diffusion. In addition, the information of

the death of different classes of people reveals information on the course of

the plague through each town. In this way medieval historians have been

able to pinpoint the outbreaks of the plague in different cities. With the

use of different types of sources the dates can be aligned and assigned to

single days of a month.10 This allows us to identify city-pairs with different

speeds of transmission (measured in kilometers per day). The speed of the

spread of the Black Death can be taken as a proxy to study medieval trade

flows between cities. The speed of the plague indicates the direction and

8In addition, we made an empirical test on this where we control for the pilgrims
routes. But we could not find any significance.

9Even if inhabitants had been informed about the approaching disease and been able
to flee, then they would have needed a transportation infrastructure, which strongly
correlated with the quality of the trade infrastructure (which was based on the trade
intensity). Thus the infection/ trade causality still holds.

10For a more extensive discussion of the source material and a detailed case study of
Tuscany see our working paper Boerner and Severgnini (2011).
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the intensity of trade.11

II. A Trade Model for Cities

A. Assumptions

In this section we introduce the main assumptions of our theoretical frame-

work for studying how the intensity of trade (proxied by the speed of the

dispersion of the disease) can be explained by different factors. The complete

version of the model is reported in Appendix B. We start from a new setup

of a gravity model, which in international trade is one of the most con-

sidered theoretical (Helpman and Krugman (1987) and Deardorff (1998))

and empirical (Eaton and Kortum (2002) and Anderson and van Wincoop

(2003)) framework for predicting the determinants of trade between two ge-

ographical areas. The standard gravity model states that bilateral trade

flows are positively correlated to the economic sizes of the trading entities

and inversely proportional to some resistances, which can be assumed as

the geographical distance or also other type of factors like trade costs or

sociopolitical and cultural barriers, we have to take into consideration sev-

eral additional issues of our model which are going to be different from the

standard gravity model. First, we study trade flows between cities, which

11To strengthen this assumption we use another hypothesis in the medieval trade lit-
erature. Spufford (1988) and Le Goff (2012) claim that trade intensity between two cities
can be measured by the value of foreign coins used in the local city. Thus foreign coins
with a high value (e.g. a strong gold content or big dimension) indicate strong trade
with this foreign city. We use the information in the merchant handbook by Pegolotti
(Pegolotti (1340; eds. 1936) and Grierson (1957)) to make a case study in the Mediter-
ranean. We analyze if in cities with high value coins we can also find fast transmission of
the plague. This is indeed the case. Figure A.2. in Appendix A shows the relationship
between the speed of the disease among different French, Italian, Spanish and Byzantine
cities and the value of the foreign coins, which we measure as exchange rate in terms of
Genoese coin Soldo. The red line in the figure shows the predicted values obtained by the
OLS regression displaying a strict positive relation between the two factors. Data and
output of the regression are available upon request.
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are smaller units of observations than the countries and regions that are

usually considered in the literature. Second, we need to take into account

the infrastructure of medieval trade routes, which is strongly based on the

transportation technology and geographic amenities. Third, trade is based

on the production of distinctive products in different cities with specific

geographic and institutional amenities. Fourth, since we do not directly ob-

serve trade we have to link the relationship between commercial flows and

the speed of the dispersion of the Black Death with consistent assumptions.

In addition, we want to study the different roles played by geographical

amenities and institutions in more detail. To do so we will adapt the model

accordingly in Section V. We formulate our model in the spirit of Armington

(1969), where the productions and the trade flows of differentiated products

are explained by their geographical origin. We consider two cities: i and j.

Both cities have at their disposal the same type of technology and cost of

production, while their utility is based on the two-tier utility function intro-

duced by Head and Ries (2001). This form of utility highlights the product

differentiation (or even specialization) of medieval cities. Production func-

tions are expressed by indicators of population densities and wage. Finally,

we introduce Samuelson (1948)’s iceberg trade costs. In addition, trade re-

strictions can be expressed adopting the technique proposed by McCallum

(1995), who model the bilateral transactions as a function of observable so-

cial and political variables. Our theoretical model derived the amount of

trade between sender city i and recipient city j (Tij) in the following way:

(1) lnTij = ln
ni

nj
+ (σ − 1) ln

vj

vi
− borderij + (σ − 1) ln avspeedij + lnCj

Assuming that σ, the parameter of elasticity of substitution, is higher than
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1,12 (1) shows that, on the one hand, Tij is positively driven by the con-

sumption of internal goods of the importing city, Cj, by the average speed

of trade, avspeedij, (which stands for the transportation technology and

the geographical amenities of the trade route) by the variety of goods from

the sending city i, ni, by the indicator of quality of goods produced in the

sending city i, vi. On the other hand, trade is reduced by the presence of a

political border, borderij,
13 by the variety of goods from city j, nj and by

the home bias vj.

B. Speed of Disease and Trade

As an additional step in our analysis we consider the relationship between

speed (SPEEDij) and trade (Tij) between the first infector city i and the

second infected city j as

(2) lnTij = θ0 + θ1 lnSPEEDij + eij

where θs are parameters. This relationship has been motivated in Section

2 and by Figure 1 where we explained the connection between medieval

trade and spread of the Black Death. This comes into the previous section.

Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain a functional form which can be estimated

as:

(3) lnSPEEDij = β0 + β1 lnCj + β2borderij + β3 ln avspeedij+

12Head and Ries (2001) report estimates for σ between 7.9 and 11.4.
13The variable stands for any transaction cost for a good transported between city i

and j if the cities are under different political regimes, whereas the costs are weighted by
the quality of the good
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+β4Ki + β5Kj + εij

where Ki and Kj is a vector collecting all the different characteristics for

city i and j, respectively. Given that θ1 > 0, we expect a positive effect of

Cj and avspeed and a negative effect of border.

C. Explanatory Variables: Candidates and Data

Next we need to identify from the medieval source material different sets

of observables, which are potential candidates to determine economic ex-

changes, and discuss the predicted coefficients. In addition we need to de-

scribe the dependent variable in more detail.14 We cover the period 1346-51.

We restrict our set of observations to this time interval to avoid any feed-

back loops of the plague to already infected cities or areas which would bias

our data set. The dependent variable of our analysis, Speedij, is the speed

of transmission of the plague between two cities expressed in kilometers per

day. We take the arrival of the disease in each town as the mark.

Five groups of explanatory variables can be considered. A first set of

variables is inspired by the standard gravity model: economic importance,

geographical distance and barriers to trade. We add an extra variable ”av-

erage speed” to this group since it is related and a crucial part of our model

prediction.

To measure economic importance we use population density of each city

as a proxy variable since we cannot find data on GDP available for the

14th century. This is a good proxy for economic development. We follow

here Boserup (1965) and Alesina, Giuliano, and Nunn (2013). We con-

struct this variable (dens) based on the ratio of total population over the

14The sources used for our dataset are listed in Appendix C.
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extension occupied by the city.15 We expect to find a stronger trade flow

towards richer cities. This is directly reflected in our theoretical prediction

by higher consumption of wealthier importing cities. Second, we expect to

find significant effects of geographical distance (dinst). However contrary to

the theoretical predictions and empirical evidence of a negative coefficient

using modern data we expect a positive effect. Modern trade economists

argue that the negative effect is based on the fact that it is easier to keep up

with transportation and communication channels over short distances. This

might be different in the historical context since geographic proximity in the

period of investigation does not necessarily mean a better connection. Fur-

thermore, as described in the previous section, a large fraction of trade was

long-distance. More distant cities had a larger variety of products to offer

due to their different amenities. Thus following the prediction of our model

more distant cities (via the variety of products) increase incentives to trade.

To control for the quality of the transportation channel (instead of the geo-

graphical distance which is used as a proxy in the modern trade literature)

we introduce as in the model a variable which measures the average speed of

trade between two cities. This variable is strongly driven by the geographic

amenities of a specific trade route. We identify trade routes along lands and

rivers, and city connections via the sea. Following the historical literature,

we expect more intensive trade on waterways in general and stronger trade

on rivers than on the sea. However a use of dummies would be too restrictive

to measure the quality of infrastructures and geographical characteristics.16

15Other studies (De Long and Shleifer (1993) and Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robin-
son (2005a)) show a strong positive link between income and population growth. In
our analysis, if we consider the number of inhabitants of the two cities during the year
1300 instead of density, we obtain very similar results for all the regressions, except for
population, which is not significant. Results available upon request.

16For such an analysis see our former working paper (Boerner and Severgnini (2011)).
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We consider the travel time during the Roman Empire for all the different

routes (avspeed) provided by the database Stanford Geospatial Network

Model of the Roman World ORBIS. We expect to find a positive effect of

this variable on the spread of the plague. Finally we measure border effects.

We distinguish political borders (border), and local borders (localborder)

(regional borders within the same state). In addition we refine the analysis

by measuring border effects of neighboring states (contiguity). This is the

standard differentiation in the empirical trade literature.17 In the modern

trade literature we find that both political and local borders have a neg-

ative impact on trade and a relatively faster exchange if the geographical

areas are located next to each other. As outlined in the previous section

following North and Thomas (1973) we also should find negative border ef-

fects. However some contemporary medieval historians have claimed that

political borders were not that clear-cut as they are now (Abulafia et al.

2002) and therefore trade flow restricting effects do not necessarily need to

be observed.

In a second set of variables we check for more ”standard” geographical con-

trol variables: the elevation (elevation), longitude (longitude) and latitude

(latitude) of a city, and the remoteness of a city from the next harbor

(remote).18 We will discuss some of these geographical effects in more de-

tail in Section V.

In the third set of variables we look into the political organization and

functional nature of the city. We analyze if the city is the residence of a

17See, for example, McCallum (1995)’s study on intra- and international Canadian
trade with the US.

18We define remoteness as the (log of) ratio of distance with respect to population
with respect to the nearest seaport. In modern trade theory remoteness is calculated as
the natural logarithm of the distance of a country with respect to all the others weighted
by the GDP (Wei (1996)).
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bishop (bishop), a prince (prince), or if the city hosts a university (university).

All these variables can also be considered as indicators for the economic im-

portance: cities with these extra characteristics may have additional income

streams. Thus they might consume more than they produce. This way we

expect them to have fewer outgoing than incoming trade streams. Conse-

quently such a city is less likely to be a transmitter of the disease and more

likely to be a receiver. Furthermore, by taking these city-specific effects

into account we are able to control for other political and human capital

effects.19

In a fourth set of variables we analyze cultural determinants. We mea-

sure if a city pair has a common language has a positive effect on trade.

Again this is a standard control variable in modern trade analysis. However

medieval economic historians claim that the difference in language did not

interfere with commercial flow since merchants adopted either a special lan-

guage for trade or Latin, which was the universal language for nobility and

religious elites (Pirenne (1969) and Lopez (1979)). Another important set

of variables in this group is represented by religious periods, more precisely,

Lent (lent) and Advent (advent). Following the Catholic liturgical year,

which was observed during the Middle Ages, Lent was the 40 days preced-

ing Easter. Lent is not observed during the same date of the calendar, but

it is fixed between March 22 and April 25 just after the first full moon of

spring.20 Advent, in contrast, is a fixed period of the calendar, consisting of

19Blum and Dudley (2003) assume that a bishop is a good indicator of human capital.
The same could be assumed for university cities. A higher level of human capital could
be an indicator for more trade activities. Such an indicator assume De Long and Shleifer
(1993) also for Southern European prince cities. They argue that prince cities were less
autocratic and thus more open to trade.

20Lent covers the five Sundays: Invocabit, Reminiscere, Oculi, Laetare, and dominica
in passione Domini. The only exception to this timing of Lent is in the area of Milan,
where the period is slightly different.
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the four weeks before Christmas. Those two liturgical seasons are character-

ized by fasting and abstinence from meat and from sexual intercourse. Thus

assuming that religious life had a critical impact on peoples daily activities

(Le Goff (1988)) we can expect trade to change significantly during these

religious periods.

Finally, we control for seasonal and time effects. Even if the epidemiolog-

ical literature agrees that the Black Death was not affected by season since

the virus could be transmitted by rats and fleas (Pollitzer (1954)), several

epidemiologists have claimed that the speed of the Black Death could be

indeed affected by temperature.21 We add to all the regressions a difference

of temperature between the two cities (tempx).22 In addition, we consider

month (month) and year (year dummies, which could be related to any

other unobservable time effect we do not control for.

III. Descriptive Statistics

We were able to collect data from 206 pairs of cities. Table 1 depicts

the descriptive statistics of the variables related to both the bilateral and

singular characteristics of the cities.23 Similar to the descriptive statistics

provided by Benedictow (2004), the speed of the disease is heterogeneous:

in our dataset we can find values from about 110 meters to about 285 km

per day. The average speed of transmission is about 7 km per day. If we

split up the observations by land, sea, and river trade we arrive at different

speeds of transmission. The transmission by land is the slowest, at roughly

21For a discussion see Benedictow (2004 and 2011).
22We are going to describe the climate data in more detail in Section V.
23Tables C2 and C3 in the Appendix display the names and brief descriptions of the

variables chosen for the estimation. A complete list of the political regions taken into
consideration and their location with actual countries can be found in Appendix C.
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3.5 km per day; sea trade takes 10 km per day and river trade 7.2 km per

day. If we compare these velocities with a merchants actual traveling time,

we observe that the average spread of the disease is much slower than the

potential maximum speed the infection could take, just based on the physical

restriction imposed by the means of transportation. We consider also the

measure of the average merchants traveled 15-30 km per day on land. On

boats, merchants could make around 30 km per day and by sea 100-130

km per day (Pryor (1992) and McCormick (2001)). This also supports our

argument that the spread of the disease is a measure of the trade intensity

between two cities. This data are also consistent with the average speed.

The mean of transportation is a partial function of this trade intensity as

elaborated earlier in the text. More results related to the speed will be

discussed when we analyze and interpret the estimation coefficients in the

next sections.

Let us characterize the sample further: The city size in the sample (dens1,

dens2) is rather heterogeneous, since the sample contains less populated

cities with with about four inhabitants per hectares squared to more than

3,000 inhabitants per hectares squared.24 The distance (dist) between city-

pairs covers distances as short distances as six kilometers to more than

3,335 kilometers. About 42 % of the city-pairs are divided by a common

border. About 20 % of the sample considers cities which are involved in trade

with cities located by the sea. Finally, the maximum elevation considered

is about 1,800 meters with an average of about 160 meters. The other

variables related to geography and sociopolitical factors have heterogeneous

24In terms of population, we have small towns with 1,000 inhabitants in Sicily to
400,000 inhabitants in Cairo (and 150,000 in Europe with Paris). Statistics on population
available upon request.
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Table 1—Descriptive statistics

Variable Mean Standard Min Max
deviation

1. Standard gravity model
speed 7.01 21.30 0.11 285.60
dens1 236.24 192.60 16.67 1500.00
dens2 270.27 349.37 4.17 3333.33
avspeed 60.41 42.92 21.00 190.00
dist 319.56 537.21 6.37 3355.00
border 0.42 0.50 0.00 1.00
localborder 0.01 0.12 0.00 1.00
contiguity 0.18 0.38 0.00 1.00

2. Geographical variables
longitude1 9.80 9.46 -8.55 46.28
longitude2 9.50 9.70 -8.64 44.39
latitude1 44.66 5.88 31.21 60.38
latitude2 44.76 6.30 30.05 60.38
elevation2 167.42 247.63 1.00 1815.00
elevation1 114.44 202.41 1.00 1350.00
remote1 123.01 138.76 0.00 649.62
remote2 162.47 153.93 0.00 910.44

3. Social and political variables
bishop1 0.47 0.50 0.00 1.00
bishop2 0.39 0.49 0.00 1.00
prince1 0.59 0.49 0.00 1.00
prince2 0.59 0.49 0.00 1.00
university1 0.09 0.28 0.00 1.00
university2 0.09 0.29 0.00 1.00
language 0.65 0.48 0.00 1.00

4. Religious variables
lent 0.39 0.49 0.00 1.00
advent 0.11 0.32 0.00 1.00

5. Climate and time variables
temp1 13.56 6.33 -24.00 25.6
temp2 12.75 5.82 -8.900.00 25.6
year1347 0.29 0.46 0.00 1.00
year1348 0.50 0.50 0.00 1.00
year1349 0.19 0.40 0.00 1.00
year1350 0.01 0.10 0.00 1.00
year1351 0.00 0.07 0.00 1.00

Number of observations: 206

distributions. A final special note must be given to the climate data we use.

Unfortunately, we do not have detailed climate measures for all of 14th-

century Europe. For those reason, we consider the data absolute surface
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air temperatures provided by Jones (1999). Those data collect the average

of monthly land air temperature on a 5% by 5% grid-box basis depurated

by temperature anomalies of the last of the global warming. We assume

that those data can be considered a good approximation. Our assumption

is confirmed by other local or more aggregated studies in climatology and

economics (e.g., Mann, Bradley, and Hughes (1999), Chuine (2004) and

Kelly and O’ Grada (2012)).25

IV. Estimation Strategies and Results

For estimating (3), we take into account not only the 206 observations that

we collected, but we also consider the potential transmission link between

other city pairs. Thus, we incorporate all the possible land-trade contacts

which are less than or equal to the maximum distance observed in the first

cities of 206 city-pairs and all the connections of cities on waterways at a

distance less or equal than 500 kilometers.26 In this way we obtain a new

set based on 298 observations. Furthermore, as noted by Silva and Ten-

reyro (2006), the traditional estimates of the OLS estimation techniques

on trade data can be affected by several biases once the dependent variable

consists of the logarithm of the positive values of the dependent variable and

excludes the observations equal to 0. In the first instance, this procedure

could violate the Jensen inequality biasing the estimation results. Second,

the exclusion of the observations identical to 0 can raise problems related to

25In a previous version (Boerner and Severgnini (2011)) we obtained very similar results
considering three different dummies if the Black Death appeared in autumn, spring, or
summer and from 1347 to 1351.

26In our study, we should control especially for those problems since we have several
pairs of cities, sometimes, located in close proximity to each other, in which we do not
observe a direct transmission of the disease and which could play an important role in our
estimation results. We also tried other distance lengths obtaining similar results. Output
are available upon requests.
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truncation. Third, the choice of different sets of explanatory variables could

be not completely specified. Furthermore, the presence of heteroskedastic-

ity can worsen those biases once a log-linearization of the specification is

chosen. In Appendix C we consider both different specifications and several

estimation techniques. An investigation of several test (such as the RESET,

Gauss Newton-regression, and the Park-type test) suggests that the best

econometric strategy is the one introduced by Silva and Tenreyro (2006),

which is based on a Pseudo Poisson Maximum Likelihood (PPML) and is

considered to be particularly versatile in dealing with measurement errors

and sample selection. Our dependent variable is becoming now Speedij.

Tables 2 and 3 display the main results of our trade model with the PPML

estimation following different types of specifications. In all columns we con-

trol for time, climate effects and longitude and latitude.27 Columns (1), (2)

and (3) consider the basic specification including the variables used for the

standard gravity model: with different levels of significance, we find that

population densities, the average of speed, distance, and state contiguity

enters in a positive way, while both national and local borders have a nega-

tive impact on the speed of the dispersion of the disease. While most of the

signs are consistent with traditional trade theory, the coefficient for distance

suggests that the longer the distance, the more intense the trade. This is

indeed what we predicted based on the medieval trade environment. The

negative impact of borders on trade also supports these group of economic

historians who identify political fragmentation as a serious obstacle to trade.

Next, the residual columns, (4), (5) and (6), report the coefficients of the

basic model extended by additional geographical, religious, and social and

27In Section V we investigate the geographical effects on trade in a more detailed way.
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political variables, respectively. Concerning the geographical variables, we

find that remoteness (remote1 and remote2) is significant and negative for

the first city, and positive for the second city. In addition, a higher located

city has a significantly slower inflow. These additional geographical variables

show that beside the already identified geographic distance and nature of

the trade routes other geographical amenities indeed determine trade. Fur-

thermore, during the lent period, trade slows in comparison to the other

periods of the year. This supports this line of research which argues that

culture matters. However not all cultural variables are significant. Thus we

need to be careful when taking these determinants into account. Finally, we

introduce the institutional political variables bishop, prince, and university.

The coefficients for the receiving residential cities bishop2 and university2

are positive and significant. Incorporating the results from columns (6) and

(7) we also find a negative sign for transmitting residential cities bishop1.

This slightly confirms our hypothesis that relative stronger consuming cities

receive the plague faster and transmit the disease more slowly. These re-

sults also neatly show that political institutions matter for trade activities.

Other specific lines of argumentation related to human capital or autocratic

rulers discussed in the previous sections cannot be supported by our empir-

ical analysis. Finally, the RESET tests reported at the end of Table 2 reject

in all the cases the hypothesis of any misspecification of the model. Taken

together, the empirical results clearly support our exercise to use the spread

of diseases to measure economic activities: The spread of the Black Death

is indeed a good case to measure relative trade intensity.
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Table 2—Determinants of trade: PPML Regression (first part)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Dep. Variable: Speedit
Standard gravity model

lndens1 0.35** 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.07 0.05
(0.14) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11) (0.10)

lndens2 0.06 0.13** 0.11** 0.10 0.11 0.14*
(0.09) (0.06) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08)

lnavspeed 1.61*** 0.71 0.69** 0.78*** 0.78*** 0.77***
(0.40) (0.37) (0.34) (0.23) (0.21) (0.17)

border -0.35 -0.60*** -0.74*** -0.62*** -0.65*** -0.71***
(0.22) (0.17) (0.17) (0.15) (0.15) (0.15)

lndist 0.89*** 0.93*** 0.94*** 0.93*** 0.97***
(0.07) (0.06) (0.09) (0.08) (0.08)

localborder -1.20* -1.12* -1.37*** -1.47***
(0.72) (0.66) (0.48) (0.34)

contiguity 0.89*** 0.78*** 0.80*** 0.68***
(0.20) (0.16) (0.18) (0.18)

Geographical variables
lnremote1 -0.06 -0.05 -0.07*

(0.05) (0.04) (0.04)
lnremote2 0.10* 0.08* 0.08*

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
lnelevation1 0.01 -0.02 -0.00

(0.06) (0.05) (0.04)
lnelevation2 -0.13** -0.11** -0.12***

(0.05) (0.05) (0.04)
longitude1 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
longitude2 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02

(0.02) (0.02) (0.01)
latitude1 0.01 0.02 0.05

(0.04) (0.03) (0.03)
latitude2 0.02 0.02 0.00

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
Religious variables

lent -0.60*** -0.58***
(0.17) (0.17)

advent 0.17 0.36
(0.17) (0.25)
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Table 3—Determinants of trade: PPML Regression (second part)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Social and political variables

language -0.03
(0.12)

bishop1 -0.33***
(0.13)

bishop2 0.29**
(0.14)

prince1 0.06
(0.14)

prince2 0.11
(0.17)

university1 0.39
(0.29)

university2 0.34**
(0.17)

Temporal and climate variables
month1 0.48*** 0.45*** 0.44*** 0.42*** 0.36*** 0.37***

(0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)
year1 1347 5.23*** 4.86*** 4.83*** 5.56*** 5.24*** 5.32***

(0.54) (0.49) (0.47) (0.63) (0.50) (0.46)
year1 1348 11.00*** 10.49*** 10.33*** 10.79*** 10.22*** 10.56***

(0.85) (0.64) (0.64) (0.63) (0.53) (0.54)
year1 1349 14.17*** 15.14*** 15.35*** 15.45*** 14.64*** 15.16***

(1.04) (0.85) (0.87) (0.81) (0.63) (0.69)
year1 1350 15.41*** 18.84*** 18.60*** 18.78*** 17.63*** 18.34***

(1.64) (1.43) (1.54) (1.38) (1.12) (1.27)
year1 1351 15.62*** 17.81*** 18.76*** 18.79*** 18.10*** 18.43***

(1.32) (1.09) (1.07) (1.03) (0.81) (0.81)
month2 -0.22*** -0.34*** -0.32*** -0.30*** -0.34*** -0.36***

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)
year2 1348 -5.13*** -4.71*** -4.57*** -4.87*** -4.70*** -4.80***

(0.61) (0.51) (0.49) (0.41) (0.44) (0.44)
year2 1349 -8.93*** -9.26*** -9.39*** -9.48*** -9.03*** -9.45***

(0.84) (0.73) (0.72) (0.55) (0.52) (0.59)
year2 1350 -11.54*** -13.78*** -13.90*** -14.10*** -13.48*** -14.19***

(1.13) (1.10) (1.08) (0.91) (0.87) (1.01)
year2 1351 -12.05*** -13.61*** -14.59*** -14.38*** -13.96*** -14.37***

(1.05) (0.86) (0.81) (0.73) (0.63) (0.65)
tempx 0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.00 -0.00

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Constant -15.97*** -14.49*** -14.46*** -16.23*** -14.89*** -16.20***

(1.87) (1.52) (1.40) (1.81) (1.69) (1.86)
0.21 0.87 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.83

RESETtest(p− value) 0.21 0.87 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.83
Pseudo−R2 0.73 0.80 0.74 0.82 0.74 0.39
N. of observations 298 298 298 298 298 298

*; **; *** indicate significance at 10, 5 and 1% respectively.
All estimates with robust standard error clustered by the first city.
All regressions controlled for trade routes (non reported).
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V. Institutional and Geographical Effects: A Spatial Regression

Discontinuity Design Approach

The estimation results provided by the previous sections reveal the main

drivers of trade and allow for testing the predictions of our theoretical model,

but they are not sufficient in disentangling the contribution of geography

and institutions. On the one hand, theories supporting geography (e.g,

Diamond (1997) and Gallup, Mellinger, and Sachs (1999)) state that the

location of a country and its own resource endowments are relevant for

explaining trade and economic performance. Furthermore, according to a

well-known problem highlighted by Gallup, Mellinger, and Sachs (1999) and

Rodrik, Subramanian, and Trebbi (2004), trade and institutions may be

both endogenous since they can be potentially affected by long-run effects

of geography. Several contributions (e.g. Frankel (1997) and Acemoglu,

Johnson, and Robinson (2005a)) adopted instrumental variable regression

techniques in order to disentangle these two effects finding a dominant ef-

fects for institutions.

Our dataset offers the exceptional opportunity to shed some light on this

debate: given the detailed information on the dispersion of the Black Death

and cities’ characteristics, we can separate both the geographical and insti-

tutional contributions to trade. We identify the discontinuity of institutions

with the borders. In order to investigate the institutional contribution, we

consider a spatial regression discontinuity design (SRDD) approach.

Both historical and econometric facts support the use of the SRDD. First

of all, using GIS data on geographical characteristics and border, we do

not observe that the variables do overlap.28 Second, an identification de-

28A map can be found in Appendix C.
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sign in which geographical variables try to explain borders is not significant.

Finally, historical evidence suggests that the creation of borders was not

related to economic activities but by wars.

This is similar to the designs considered by Dell (2010) and Michalopoulos

and Papaioannou (2014). We detect the impact of different types of institu-

tions on the speed of the propagation of the disease. Furthermore, following

the definition of Angrist and Lavy (1999), the regression discontinuity de-

sign is an instrumental variable approach which allows us to identify the

impact of border, a potential endogenous regressor that can be defined as

a known function of an observable assignment variable. As in Dell (2010),

we focus just on the effect of the border and construct our SRDD design by

fitting

(4) Speedij = f (distbordij) + ρborderij + ηij

where f (distbordij) is a quadratic function of distance. We consider a re-

gression for 200 km from each side of the border on land and river trade.

Figure V represents a visual representation of the SRDD results. We

represent the variable Speedij over the distance to the national border using

a 400 km bandwith. the dots represent local averages of 10 km bins. We

consider our sample for land and river trade. The continuous lines show

the fitting values of the PPML estimates of (4). The area represents 95%

of confidence interval. The results show that on average the presence of a

political border has a negative impact on trade. The closer the receiving

destination is to the border the slower is trade. The image shows trade

intensity within the same borders on the left side of the red border line

(displaying the distance to the border) and across border trading on the
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right side of the border threshold. These results also show an increase in

trade across borders with an increase in distance from the border. Thus

these results support the findings of negative effects of political borders.

They also reveal again the positive long distance trade effect discussed in

the previous sections. Given our results, we also try to visualize the effect

of institutions at the geographical level. First, we follow the estimation

strategy suggested by Dell (2010) considering the following regression form:

(5) SPEEDij = g (f (geographic coordinatesij) , borderij) + µij

where f (geographic coordinatesij) controls for smooth functions of geo-

graphic locations and Θij are the variables we considered in the previous

sections for our estimates. We define the geographical function as a polyno-

mial of longitude and latitude coordinates. These are the aggregate marginal

effects if we move on the map from one state to the next. It gives us an

estimate how fast the plague spread in different regions. The upper part of

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the predictions of this model for land, river, and

sea trade, respectively. We discuss these effects at the end of this section.

Second, we define the effect of the institution as the difference given by

(6) Institutionij = g (f (geographic coordinatesij) , borderij = 0)

−g (f (geographic coordinatesij) , borderij = 1)

This allows us to separate the institutional from geographic effects. Thus

we measure the impact of institutions on the spread of the plague or trade

intensities in different regions. The results are depicted in the lower part of

Figures 3, 4, and 5.
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The colors on all maps indicate differences in significance strength. The

colors follow the rainbow spectrum.29 The maps reveal interesting estima-

tion results which need interpretation. However we need to be careful not

to over-interpret details and rather take estimators as a rough guide. First

we find different significance and strength in aggregate vs institutional ef-

fects in different regions. On the one hand we find strong aggregate effects

in the Eastern Mediterranean, mainly between the Adriatic area and Con-

stantinople,(in addition some effects in the westermost areas of Europe) At

the same time we identify strong institutional effects in Western Europe. If

we differentiate inflow from outflow effects we find much stronger outflow

than inflow effects in North West Europe. In other regions these effects are

more balanced. These results can be interpreted the following way. First

these estimations indicate stronger trade activities east of Italy and in the

eastern Mediterranean. This supports the literature which still sees until

the period of the Black Death a dominance of trade in the Eastern Mediter-

ranean (Abulafia (1987)). This is rooted in the wealth of these regions at the

time. Whereas the Italian city states Venice and Genoa created the trade

axis between the East Mediterranean and Western Europe. However if we

separate institutional from aggregate effects (which incorporate geographic

effects), then we find pronounced trade-supporting institutional effects in

Western Europe. These findings are in line with the literature which finds

the creation of trade-supporting institutions during the late Middle Ages in

Western Europe (Lopez (1976), Cipolla (1993), Epstein (2000a) and Greif

(2006b)). It also indicates the important role of institutions for economic

29Since the Matlab program creates an individual color spectrum for each picture,
the color scale with matching numbers on the right hand side of each picture must be
inspected before a comparison with another map can be made. Furthermore, those pre-
dictions are measured on a scale of 10 meters in order to make the graphs clearer.
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growth in Western Europe identified by these scholars and sheds light on

early institutional triggers of the Great Divergence in Western Europe (com-

pared to the East Mediterranean/ Middle East).(See Kuran (2003)). Finally

the stronger outflows in North West Europe indicate stronger exporting ef-

fects. Such observations might point out the beginnings of the Little Di-

vergence within Europe. Scholars starting with Allen (2001) have measured

continuous growth from the 14th-18th centuries for North West Europe (and

comparably stagnant patterns for other regions). Thus these estimators do

not only allow us to quantify these important historical developments for

the first time on such an aggregate level; they also highlight the institutional

importance of this development and distinguish them from geographic ef-

fects.
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Figure 2. SRRD for land and river trade (left) and for land only (right).
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VI. Conclusion

This paper studied medieval trade flows based on the spread of the Black

Death. We created an epidemic version of the gravity model to predict and

empirically determine the spread of the plague. We used the speed of trans-

mission (in kilometers per day) between two city pairs as proxy for trade

flows between these two cities and estimated differences in speed of trans-

mission based on geographic, institutional, and cultural variables. The goals

of this case study were to find out 1) if we can use the spread of disease to

measure social and economic interactions of societies; and 2) if we can learn

something from the new measurement technique for open questions in eco-

nomics and economic history. Our results support the predicted results of

the trade literature and the specific medieval historical environment. Thus

we are confident that our approach is a valid alternative way to measure

relative trade intensities. Of course this is a single case study and further

investigations need to be made to generalize our results even further. In

different contexts we will need to incorporate other economic and social

aspects of human interaction. The empirical results offer new insights in

many open debates in economics and economic history. The results allow

us to create a quantitative comparative perspective of the determinants of

trade during the Commercial Revolution in Europe and the Mediterranean.

For instance we can document the positive role of long-distance trade and

the trade-restricting role of political borders. Furthermore the results reveal

interesting regional differences. Notably differences in institutional drivers

of trade can be identified in Western Europe. Such results contribute to the

debate on divergences in regional growth and especially to the discussion as

to whether such a divergence was rooted in institutional changes in Western
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Europe during the Middle Ages. In addition we can document the impor-

tant role of institutions and geography for trade and related growth. Our

methodology uses a new way of disentangling these two effects.
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